
The HE+ Project in Hampshire 

What is it?  

HE+ is a project involving the University of Cambridge and its aim is to inspire and encourage students to apply 
to competitive universities. Twelve Hampshire institutions have been invited to participate in it, along with 
Trinity College, Cambridge. It is hoped that students from Andover/Sparsholt College, Bay House School, Bitterne 
Park School and Sixth Form, Brockenhurst College, Havant and South Downs College, Itchen Sixth Form College, 
Oaklands Catholic School, Peter Symonds College, Portsmouth College, Richard Taunton Sixth Form College, 
Ringwood School and St Anne’s Catholic School will come together to create a supportive academic community 
for those thinking of applying to highly selective (Russell Group) institutions including Cambridge and Oxford. 
The idea is to get students from all these institutions together, so that someone who is interested in a particular 
degree subject (e.g. something different, such as Anglo-Saxon, Norse and Celtic, or something less unusual, such 
as Engineering) gets a chance to meet like-minded people from other colleges to exchange views. And you get 
to study with these like-minded people for a few sessions also. 

One of the aims of the project is to assist in widening participation particularly for students from families where 
few people have been to university or those from communities where progressing to university is not the norm. 

When is it? 

The HE+ project consists of four sessions and runs between mid-January to late February.  The sessions are on 
Thursdays and between the hours of 6 pm to 8 pm. Separate from the main project but only open to those who 
have been involved in the HE+ project is a trip to visit Trinity College Cambridge for a day.  Further information 
about the trips will be issued to participants at their first taught session.       

12-01-23 First taught sessions 
26-01-23 Second taught session 
09-02-23 Third taught session 
23-02-23 Final taught session 
 
Where is it? 

The sessions will all be at Peter Symonds College. 

Who is it for? 

Students who are aiming high regarding university, are currently performing very well within their chosen 
subjects and can also commit to attending all of the sessions.  

Why should I attend? 

• You will be stretched and challenged by studying topics beyond the A-Level curriculum. 
• You will gain access to a wide programme of highly engaging live online lectures from the University of 

Cambridge. 
• You will be well-informed about the application process. 
• You will enjoy the intellectual buzz created by meeting people from other colleges who are just as 

interested as you are in a particular subject. 
• You will feel more confident about starting a programme of wider reading.  
• You will feel part of a bigger academic community with regard to your subject, which will give you a 

taste of what university level learning can be like. 
• You will have an opportunity (subject to availability) to visit Trinity College Cambridge to get a sense of 

what it would be like to study there. 
• From a purely practical perspective, involvement in the University of Cambridge HE+ Project will give 

you a really useful theme to discuss in your CV and your UCAS (university) application form. 

 

 

 



What subjects shall I be studying? 

This year, we are offering extension sessions in the following subjects: 

 Subject taught: Useful for degrees in: 
Biology Biological Sciences, Biochemistry, Medicine, 

Biomedical Sciences, Natural Sciences, Experimental 
Psychology,  Psychology and Behavioural Sciences, 
Human Sciences, etc. 

Chemistry Chemistry, Biochemistry, Chemical Engineering, 
Engineering, Medicine, Natural Sciences, Earth 
Sciences, etc. 

Economics Economics, Management, PPE, Law, Land Economy 
and various humanities subjects 

English English, Linguistics, Modern Languages, Law, Classics 
and other humanities subjects 

Geography Geography, Land Economy,  Environmental Sciences, 
Earth Sciences, Geology etc.  

History History, PPE, Law , Classics and other humanities 
Law Law and other humanities subjects 
Mathematics Mathematics, Computer Sciences, Natural Sciences, 

Chemistry, Physics, Engineering, Medicine, 
Economics, Philosophy, PPE, Architecture etc. 

Physics  Physics, Natural Sciences, Earth Sciences, 
Engineering, Architecture etc. 

 

What do I need to do?  

If you would like to participate in this fun and challenging project, you must fill in an on-line application form 
accessible from the Peter Symonds College website from 9 am on Monday 10th October to midnight Wednesday 
2nd November. Students will receive an email in early December indicating if their application has been successful 
or not. 
 
Link to the application can be found here https://psc.ac.uk/heplus 
 
If you are thinking of applying you need to be able to commit to attending all sessions, be aiming to apply to 
one of the top universities and be currently working very well and achieving high marks in your subjects.  
Please note that if a lot of people apply for a particular subject from your college and demand outstrips supply, 
participants whose community background does not include, to date, great numbers going onto higher 
education will be given priority. After this, places will be allocated via random selection. We want to give every 
qualified applicant the same chance of gaining a place, so random selection (following widening participation 
ethos selection) is the fairest method in the event of oversubscription within any given subject.  

What happens next, after the core HE+ programme ends? 

You will be supported through the application process by sessions on personal statements, preparing for 
interviews etc. The HE+ internet site hosted by Cambridge has a wealth of extension material for you and anyone 
else who is interested in studying beyond the A Level curriculum.  

 
Your HE+ college/school contact is: Anna Wyeth.  Please use the following email address if you have any 
queries: heplus@psc.ac.uk 

https://psc.ac.uk/heplus
mailto:heplus@psc.ac.uk

